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CLIMATE JUSTICE CAMPAIGN

CLIMATE JUSTICE CAMPAIGN http://www.timeforclimatejustice.org/home/. Activity 1 : listen to the song, complete and answer. Introduction: Climate change is ... 
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A2- je peux comprendre une chanson A2/B1- je peux trouver les informations pertinentes dans un menu, une page d’accueil, un site internet



CLIMATE JUSTICE CAMPAIGN http://www.timeforclimatejustice.org/home/ Activity 1 : listen to the song, complete and answer Introduction: Climate change is having a real ………………. on the lives of individuals and ………………….. around the world. We must do something about it. In December in Copenhagen our ……………….. will have an opportunity to come up with a robust post-climate ……………………….. that is viable and will help make this …………………. a better place. Chorus: The time has come To take a stand It’s for the Earth It’s for our land The time has come A fact’s a fact The heat is on No turning back



Which symbol of time is used in the videoclip ? look at it carefully, what is different from a usual one? ……………………………………………………………………………………………… ……………………………………………………………………………………………… ………………………………………………………………………………………………



How can we dance when our Earth is turning? How do we sleep while our beds are burning? Conclusion: I support the ………………………. for climate justice and I plead you to ……………….. a climate …………………... This is your campaign.



Activity 2: look at the homepage and tick right or wrong: Kofi A. Annan, President of the Global Humanitarian Forum



The Kyoto agreement is to be renewed in December Climate change has a dramatic impact on communities around the world The symbol of the campaign is a clock It is for the world leaders to take a decision for their own countries You can buy tags to show that you are a climate ally This campaign is supported only by famous people



Katy Garnier-Colas- LP Doriole- La Rochelle



RIGHT □ □ □ □ □ □ □



WRONG □ □ □ □ □ □ □



Copy and paste the answers What is climate justice?



Who are the most fragile victims?



What happens in December?



What is the clock pointing at?



Activity 3: go to the upload section What can you do to become an ally? □ □ □ □ □



sign a petition record and upload your message tell people about it write to world leaders (for exemple the head of your government) give money



What type of messages can you send? □ text



□ photo



□ video



□ voice recording



Which information will you be asked? □ name



□ age



□ address



□ date of birth



□ occupation



Katy Garnier-Colas- LP Doriole- La Rochelle
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National Campaign - linked222 

Nov 24, 2013 - Japan democracy, after Fukushima nuclear drama (2011), must be saved and not destroyed. Japan is no more Hiro Hito. Empire at War.
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05N04 Campaign - FordForumsOnline.com 

Affected title branded and salvaged vehicles are eligible for this Field Service Action. RELATED DAMAGE. It is highly unlikely that you will encounter related ...
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mossino campaign version 3 

water to 1 part paint), then use this mix to ..... Few opponents will stand their ground in the face of a jet ... abandoning the damaged Laser Destroyer weapon and.
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CLIMATE OVERVIEW.pdf 

Once the refrigerant has absorbed heat from the air, it is returned to the .... When the refrigerant in the A/C system evaporates, it absorbs a large amount of heat ... The flow rate through the compressor is determined by the length of the ... In th
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Justice 

DÃ©fendre les faibles, les exploitÃ©s et les exclus fait partie de la mission de l'ArmÃ©e du Salut. C'est ainsi que nous exprimons notre solidaritÃ©. Par justice,.
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Chapter One Thrawn's Campaign .fr 

Provisional Council saw no cause for serious alarm. The next move ..... update of an old smuggler's trick â€” the so-called "Co- vert Shroud Gambit" ... of Thrawn's orders to the Imperial garrison on Trogan. ...... and the co-pilot of the Millennium 
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forgotten realms campaign guide frrcgg 

(DMG), and Monster Manual (MM) to make full use of the material in this ...... Once a creature raises the alarm, all the human ban- dits head toward ...... River, the city has been transformed into something far darker by royal. C. O. R. M. Y. R. CO.
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CLIMATE OVERVIEW.pdf 

functions may be overridden giving the driver a more precise manual control than is ..... side of the heater housing and consists of an open hub, centrifugal fan.
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a change of climate 
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mossino campaign version 3 .fr 

manner normally associated with tabletop wargaming, but to participate in the .... morning. Behind the shallow defensive line,. Enginseers supervised the deployment of artillery .... The Advance was to last only 12 days, during which the loyalist reg
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Circulaire - textes justice - Ministère de la Justice 

28 juin 2013 - présents parfois de nombreux mois dans les structures de l'aide .... En application de ce texte, le parquet peut apporter son concours au ...
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white-rodgers - Emerson Climate 

DESCRIPTION. These controls have open on rise switch action and are de- signed for low or line voltage heating applications with ranges to cover such applications as curing rooms, incubators, anti- freeze control for stock watering tanks or orchards,
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Climate Models - Antoine Bret 

chemistry. Ocean & sea-ice model. Sulphur cycle model. Non-sulphate aerosols. Land carbon cycle model. Carbon cycle model. Ocean carbon cycle model.
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Climate Controller - Hydrobuilder.com 

Exemple : Si vous utilisez un ventilateur, il serait prÃ©fÃ©rable de le laisser tourner (Ã‰tat Ã  ON) si le capteur ne rÃ©pond plus. Ã€ l'opposÃ©, avec une chaufferette,.
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The Climate for Change 

Nov 9, 2008 - ... is a five-part plan to repower America with a commitment to producing 100 ... Fifth, the United States should lead the way by putting a price on ...
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CAMPAIGN AGAINST COMPETITION, 1918â€“1938. CRANBERRY, 

A naÃ¯ve view holds that politicians are benevolent and business men are evil .... name derives from the fact that in practice (not in principle), knowl edge of the ...
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Sith Uprising Campaign - Star Wars Sith 

Battlecruiser Scythe, take what you see here back to your leaders, a new ... streak from the front of the Scythe, then massive energy shields form around the ship.
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the horde invasion campaign guide - WordPress.com 

template or profession, but it is recommended there be at least two representatives of the Jedi .... it's services and function was taken over by nearby Tattooine, earning the Hutts a large profit. ... strategic world that served as the Republic Flee
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MINI CLIMATE CONTROL 

speed. Available as an option on both models is the IHKA system. This system is ... vehicle interior. The Climate Control system is responsible for the heating or cooling of the air coming into the .... refrigerant condenses back into a liquid, this 
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Leaked climate change email 

Feb 3, 2010 - Leaked climate change emails scientist. 'hid' data flaws. Exclusive: Key study by East Anglia professor Phil Jones was based on suspect ...
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Campaign Statement to Bukavu (French) FINAL 

Mercredi, le 30 Octobre, 2012. MESSAGE DE SOUTIEN DES FEMMES PRIX NOBEL A DOCTEUR. DENIS MUKWEGE EN CETTE JOURNEE VILLE MORTE A ...
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white-rodgers - Emerson Climate Technologies 

switch action and are available with either fixed or adjustable differential. These controls are shipped with the bulb and capillary in the horizontal position.
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Climate Resilient Urban Development: Vulnerability 

The Wise Girls Guide to Stretching Money by J. J. Nocco download pdf ... Rheology of Biological Soft Matter: Fundamentals and Applications (Soft and Biological ...
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24A06G-1 - Emerson Climate Technologies 

de façon négligente ou si des composants sont déformés. utilisateur : Conserver ces ... panneau de distribution électrique principal pendant toute la durée de ...
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